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	QBase Anaesthesia 3 is the third volume in the QBase series of book + CD-ROM packages and is aimed at the FRCA candidate. Both the book and CD contain 555 questions divided into a number of pre-set exams (with accompanying fully referenced explanatory notes) and there are also a number of pre-set short exams to attempt, utilising the questions in the book. The CD-ROM can be installed in seconds and gives the reader an incredible range of options, greatly increasing the utility and value of the book. Not only can the reader practice the set exams, but the program will mark these exams, allow the reader to customize exams to focus in on areas requiring further revision, shuffle the stems (A-E) to prevent the candidate from memorising 'patterns' and advise on examination strategy. It also has the facility to print out and store test results and provide helpful notes on each question. The CD-ROM accompanying this volume has been improved so that the exam analysis now gives a subject-based as well as an overall analysis. On installation, the CD-ROM will automatically update the version of the Qbase program released with QBase Anaesthesia 1 or 2.
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Windows 7 Digital Classroom, (Book and Video Training)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book is for anyone who wants to gain a better understanding of how to use and confi gure
	Windows 7. If you’re using Windows 7 at home or managing a small network at your offi ce,
	the Windows 7 Digital Classroom is for you. It is fi lled with useful, easy-to-understand advice
	and instructions. The Windows 7 Digital Classroom...
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Vulvar Disease: A Clinicopathological ApproachCRC Press, 2007

	Filling a gap in the literature, this source covers every aspect of vulvar disease with an emphasis on symptoms, identification, and treatment. An excellent resource for this challenging diagnostic area, this guide provides summary tables at the end of each disease entity that expertly depict and and analyze the clinical appearance,...
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Enterprise SOA : Service-Oriented Architecture Best Practices (The Coad Series)Prentice Hall, 2004
Enterprise SOA presents a complete roadmap for leveraging the principles of Service-Oriented Architectures to reduce cost and risk, improve efficiency and agility, and liberate your organization from the vagaries of changing technology.

	
    Benefit from the lessons of four enterprise-level...
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Architects Sketches: Dialogue and DesignArchitectural Press, 2008
An in-depth study of the methods, meaning and intentions of architects' sketches through time     

   Concepts from architects minds evolve through sketches and as a mode of transference are conveyed to the finished building. This book compares qualities of sketches to reveal unique approaches to the instruments of thinking in which all...
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Create Your Dream Garden: Tips and Techniques to Make Your Garden Bloom (52 Brilliant Ideas)Infinite Ideas Limited, 2005

	Each chapter of this book is designed to provide you with an inspirational idea that you can read quickly and put into practice straight away.


	"Don't worry. This isn't a garden makeover book that'll convince you to put decking over every plant you see nor will it teach you how to spot your Symphoricarpos albus from...
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Computer Models in Biomechanics: From Nano to MacroSpringer, 2012

	This book contains a collection of papers that were presented at the IUTAM Symposium


	on “Computer Models in Biomechanics: From Nano to Macro” held at Stanford University, California, USA, from August 29 to September 2, 2011.


	It contains state-of-the-art papers on:


	- Protein and Cell...
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